CHOPRAJHAR GREEN VALLEY ACADEMY
CBSE Affiliation: 2430244

PROJECT FOR ANNUAL EXAMINATION
CLASS-IV
PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING:
 All the projects should done in half sheet chart paper.
 Name, Class ,Section , Subject, Topic should be specified clearly. 
For any further query contact Class Teacher ( Time: 10 AM – 2 PM)
 Submission date will be notified later.
SUBJECT
1ST LANGUAGE
ENGLISH

TOPIC
Creative
writing

2ND LANGUAGE
BENGALI

প োস্টোর লিখন

2ND LANGUAGE
HINDI

तारे

MATHEMATICS

Symmetry

SCIENCE

Sound

EXPLANATION
Paste a photo of any
five writers from
your book and write
something about him
or her
পয়েন্ট সহ বর্ণ না করয়ব কয়রানা
ভাইরাস ককভায়ব ছডাে এবং
তার থেয়ক রক্ষা পাওোর উপাে।
কিত্র সহ।
आसमान में जेसे तारे कविता
विविए, वित्र बनाकर.

LEARNING OUTCOME
Students will be able to
know about authors, their
work and develop their
writing skill
ছাত্র ছাত্রী এই ভাইরাস এবং প্রকতকার
এর উপাে সম্পয়কণ অবগত োকয়ব।

Students will able to
learn the colours of star,
sky and water.
Students will able to
recognize vertical and
horizontal line of
symmetry.

Make a collection of
pictures of objects
which show
horizontal and
vertical symmetry.
Make a list of as
Students will able to
many sounds as you
distinguish between
can hear under
different types of sound
proper headings
given below listen
sound unpleasant
sound soft sound and
loud sound

Map pointing Draw an Indian map
and web
then paste the
search
Pictures and write
the name of 6
different kinds of
Classical dance
forms of India. Paste
the picture at the
exact position of the
same Indian state
from where it is
originated.
poster making •collect the pictures
on ‘Types of
and paste of various
storage devices and
storage
make an informative
devices’
chart on ‘Types of
storage devices'.
•Collect additional
information on the
storage device and
write them point wise
in the chart.

With this project
students will gather
knowledge about the
originate place of Indian
Classical dance forms
with the location of some
Indian states on Indian
map.

V.ED

Yoga

G.K

Informative
poster
making

Students are able to
know the benefits of
yoga
With this project
students will know
more about various
Olympic events with few
great players of it.

SOCIAL
SCIENCE

COMPUTER

Write benefit and
methods of any five
asanas
Paste 6 pictures of
different sports
events with their
names which are
being played in
Olympic events only.
Write 3 names of
great players of each
events.

Students will develop
questioning and predicting
skills.
Students will gather
knowledge about
various types of storage
devices and their uses.

